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Dear Friends,
Motor season is over. In the Netherlands autumn has started and soon the rain will come. It
will be too cold and too wet to drive a motorbike all day long. Also the racing days are over.
So our „new‟ promotion motorcycle, a 2004 Honda CBR 600 fully equipped race bike, has to
wait till next spring before it can show its potential on the track.

Of course, even in a country with a sea climate like we have, there will be once in a while a
very beautiful day. Not only in autumn, even in the winter time. But there won‟t be enough
good days to organize motor-trips. Lets be honest: the cold is not too bad. You can wear some
extra clothes but rain all day long is not the way we want it. So it is better to wait till next
spring to enjoy riding a motor cycle again. At least here in the Netherlands.

Rain
Did you know already: ProHolland provides rain clothes for free?! So now you know we do!
Sometimes we will have a day (or two) of rain in the summer. Those days gave us two
options: to do something else besides riding a motorbike or ……… wear good protective
clothes and enjoy the ride even when it rains. The choice is yours.

Autumn and videos
Autumn. Sometimes the beautiful floating clouds turn into a grey sky. And the multi colorful
trees are in the end just bold and bony peaces of wood. By then it is time for a good laugh.
Good music. Or maybe a nice documentary. Wait for such a day or have fun this evening
looking at the entertaining videos about the Netherlands. Some are just for fun. Others will
teach you something about our country.
The country we love and hopefully you will learn to love when you come over.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O7PTx4vYVGY&feature=fvw
Centraal beheer insurance “jail commercial” (you must be the Dutch guy), fun

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8EQ0MrzL3A&feature=related
Centraal beheer insurance “Clinton commercial” (it has nothing to do with the Netherlands
but it is a great commercial), fun

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iZFSxbBmQ4&feature=related
Centraal beheer insurance “concrete commercial”, fun

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Ds74SwEPZc&feature=related
Centraal beheer insurance “martini commercial”, fun (no connection to the Netherlands but it
is a good laugh)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXUDNpKpJPw&feature=related
NTI open university commercial: I wanna fu…, fun (don‟t play it when your kids are looking)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVYH3JUbXtY&feature=related
National Anthem

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8iSYMkFO2A
High water rescue horses, entertainment
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzFnCGtB04I
Free style motor ride: awesome!!! Highest bridge ever, entertainment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcU4jKuMbFc&feature=related
Donkervoort: hand made car, documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPJPBqJUz5g
Fight against water, documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z97gwh6KQz0&feature=related
Delta works, documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Fta_aWYa0U&feature=fvsr
Bridges in Rotterdam, documentary

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27BQlmalQRs&feature=related
My country the Netherlands, entertainment

If you have any questions about what you see (or in general) please send me an email and I‟m
gladly willing to answer them.
Have fun and joyful days.

Regards,
Kyle Hoekstra
Amsterdam the Netherlands
+31649935484
kyle@proholland.com
www.proholland.com

Ps. If you aren‟t interested please let me know and I‟ll stop the e-mails.

